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Introduction
Council housing in Nottingham offers thousands of people the opportunity to live in a decent,
affordable home. We believe that a decent home, which is truly affordable, is the foundation
for a good quality of life. It is a valuable asset to the city and its residents. This home needs
to be well maintained and invested in if we are to provide quality homes for the future. This
plan sets out the Council’s and Nottingham City Homes long term investment plan to
maintain the quality of the homes we manage. It also sets out our ambitious plans to improve
these homes for the future. This new Asset Management Plan spans a five year period and
will deliver a quarter of a billion pound programme of investment to around 27,000 council
homes owned by Nottingham City Council (NCC).
The importance of managing and maintaining homes to the highest standards was brought
into sharp focus in 2017 by the tragic events at Grenfell Tower in London. We will work with
our residents throughout the duration of this plan to keep our homes safe and manage the
Council’s investment in additional fire safety measures.
In addition to the planned HRA funding of £219m, there is a potential to attract up to £18
million of external funding.
All of this equates to a capital programme of over £1 million per week
improving peoples homes.
The scale of this investment means that we can really make a difference in creating homes
and places where people want to live. It is crucial to Nottingham that this investment is made
in line with our tenants’ priorities set out in our Corporate Plan, NCC housing strategy and
aspirations to Nottingham as well as to
the benefit of the wider community. The
role of the NCH Asset Management
Team is to ensure that the programme is
delivered in line with these priorities and
this plan outlines how we will achieve this
over the next five years.
Central to this strategy is the concept of ‘NCH Dynamic Asset Management’, based on a
continual circle of ‘Diagnose, Plan, Invest, Learn’. This model ensures that investment
decisions are informed by all contributing factors, including evidence of our wider social,
economic and environmental impact, and that the asset management of the housing stock
remains ‘dynamic’.
The strategy is complimentary to and builds on the long-term priorities and plans set out in
the ‘NCC Housing Revenue Account Business Plan (HRABP) 2012-2042’. The investment
plans are based around the three HRABP investment priorities of:




meeting the Nottingham Decent Homes Standard – legislative and safety / SWM
additional tenant priorities – Energy efficiency / decent neighbourhoods, etc
building a better Nottingham
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In summary, based on the successful delivery of the 2013 -2018 NCH Asset Management
Plan, which delivered the elements shown below, we are now embarking on a new, five year
investment programme of works to council homes across Nottingham. The following plan
describes how we will continue to achieve this in line with our corporate vision of creating
‘homes and places where people want to live’.

Works delivered through the 2013-2018 AMP
Component
New ‘Grade A’ energy efficient boilers
Heating Distribution upgrades
Kitchen
Bathroom
‘Secure by Design’ Doors
Properties receiving Grade A
Windows
Rewires
Roofs
EWI
Solar PV
Sprinklers installed in properties
Aids & Adaptations
Decent Neighbourhoods schemes

Number
4753
4110
6901
5004
26005
7844
496
970
3915
3000
609
4263
530

All of this investment has enabled us to maintain 100% decency across all of our homes and tenant
satisfaction with the quality of their home has increased from 85% to 90%.

Background
Nottingham City Homes is an Arms Length Management Organisation (ALMO) created in
2005 by NCC to manage its council housing services. We are a not for profit company run by
a Board of non-executive directors. Including tenants, Board is made up of 14 members
In 2011 we signed a new ten year partnership agreement with NCC and are currently
developing a new partnership agreement to shape and cement our relationship for the longer
term. Within the existing agreement we are seen as a key strategic partner of the council
and are positioned to take a much broader role in the city than simply our core business. We
will work alongside the council at both operational and strategic level to deliver our mutual
ambition. It is within this context that this Asset Management Plan looks to the future,
ensuring we manage the maintenance and investment in our housing in a way that
contributes to this wider remit.
A priority for our customers is that the homes they live in are well maintained, and of a
decent, modern standard. It is also our customers’ priority that their neighbourhoods are
attractive places where people want to live. These priorities are at the heart of this strategy.
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The Asset Management Plan sets out our approach to managing the homes that NCH is
responsible for. It also includes the maintenance of certain communal assets on housing
estates, such as open spaces, footpaths, fencing, paved areas and landscaping. The plan is
designed to show how we will maintain and improve those assets in the coming years.
The plan brings together our knowledge of the homes we are responsible for, what we
predict needs to be done to maintain, improve or replace them, the funds we will have
available for that investment and the predicted time period in which work will be done. It
connects that with our customers’ priorities for investment in the homes they live in, and
takes into account the priorities set out by partner organisations in the city of Nottingham so
that the plan maximises the contribution NCH can make to helping them with their
objectives, as set out in Nottingham’s Sustainable Community Strategy.

Context
Existing stock characteristics and performance
NCH manages NCC’s council housing stock of 25,719 rented properties and over
1,200 leasehold properties. This equates to 19% of the total Nottingham residential
housing stock. This includes approximately
 16,882 houses and bungalows,
 1,435 high-rise flats and almost
 7,402 low-rise flats (including those that are independent living accommodation for older
people).
High rise flat
6%

Stock types

Maisonette
2%

Low rise flat
27%

Bungalow
9%

House
56%

Our homes can, with the investment detailed in this plan, continue to provide quality
accommodation over at least the next 30 years. These properties will need on-going
maintenance, while some of the non-traditional construction and solid wall properties with no
cavities will require significant additional energy efficiency measures. Stock and construction
types are illustrated in the following charts.
The majority of our homes were built between the 1920s and the 1970s. These include large
purpose-built estates such as Broxtowe, Bestwood and Clifton. Other areas such as St Ann’s
and Bulwell have a greater mix of homes in terms of age and type. Currently there are over
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4,500 properties of various ‘non cavity’ construction types requiring wall insulation, of these,
there are a large numbers of solid brick wall properties built in the 1920s (1,250) and
‘Wimpey No Fines’ concrete system-built houses (over 1,400)

Date of construction

Number of Council Homes per ward
Area One
•Bulwell
•Bulwell Forest

2479
628

Area Two
•Basford
•Bestwood

Area Four
•Arboretum
499
•Dunkirk and Lenton 279
•Radford and Park
1093

Area Five
•Berridge
•Sherwood

Area Seven
•Wollaton West
155
•Wollaton East and Lenton
Abbey
483

Area Eight
•Bridge
•Clifton North
•Clifton South

1282
2789

Area Three
•Aspley
•Bilborough
•Leen Valley

2951
2691
582

164
928

Area Six
•Mapperley
•St Anns
•Dales

476
3100
1117

1234
910
1642

Outside of the City
•236

The following pages show the geographical distribution of houses we manage within the
NCC boundary.
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Funding
The Capital programme is primarily funded by Nottingham City Council (NCC) through the
Housing Revenue Account (HRA) to manage improvements to the council’s housing stock
on the City Council’s behalf. Income levels assumed within the Council’s Medium Term
Financial Plan, which is informed by the HRA 30 Year Business Plan, are significantly
affected by welfare reform and the introduction of Universal Credit. Although the Council is
committed to investing in the existing homes, Right to Buy sales mean that HRA rental
income is falling every year and this ultimately impacts on the related HRA expenditure,
reducing our fees. The economic climate in general and welfare reform in particular will
continue to prove challenging for us, as well as for our residents. Universal Credit (UC)
payments started in Nottingham in February 2016 and is being rolled out in October this
year, and this fundamentally changes the way residents pay their rent. Although we continue
to help our customers prepare for and manage welfare changes through targeted support as
UC continues to roll out, this will potentially impact on the level of rental income collected
annually within the HRA, and hence our fees. For the next 18 months we will still be affected
by the ongoing 1% rent reduction policy, which will continue to lead to reductions in
resources available for us to maintain and invest in the Council’s housing stock and services.
However, we will continue to mitigate these risks and challenges, and will seek to help and
support residents.
We are responsible for managing most of the City Council’s Housing Revenue Account
Capital Programme, and we will manage programmes totalling £219m for public sector
housing over the next five years, of which £31.2m has been specifically allocated to the
Building a Better Nottingham programme. The capital programme allows a significant
investment in residents’ homes. This investment is targeted on delivering residents’
priorities, and is planned through the 30 year HRA Business Plan, which has been updated
to incorporate our current Asset Management Plan.

Capital investment plan 2018 - 2023
HRA Capital Investment Plan 2018-2019

2018/19
£m

2019/20
£m

2020/21
£m

2021/22
£m

2022/23
£m

Total

Safe
Secure Warm Modern

7.576
14.225

5.080
15.242

0.943
17.040

1.292
18.88

1.100
21.11

15.989
86.511

Energy Efficiency & Tackling Fuel Poverty
Modernising Housing For Older People
Decent Neighbourhoods
Existing Stock Investment
Building a Better Nottingham
Joint NCC / NCH Involvement
Total Capital Investment Plan

12.440
1.017
3.219
2.930
16.694
3.522
61.622

7.500
0.364
3.557
5.650
2.196
7.762
47.351

3.675
0.105
2.691
7.750
2.348
2.135
36.686

1.502
0.105
3.702
4.103
5.000
2.135
36.727

1.631
0.000
3.410
2.500
5.000
2.135
36.891

26.747
1.591
16.580
22.933
31.238
17.689
219.278

£m

Meeting the Nottingham Decent Homes Standard

Additional Tenant Priorities
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Capital Investment 2018-2023
25
Safe

Investment £m

20

Secure Warm Modern
Energy Efficiency & Tackling
Fuel Poverty
Modernising Housing For Older
People
Existing Stock Investment

15
10
5

Building a Better Nottingham
0
2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

2022/23

Joint NCC / NCH Involvement

Financial Year

Potential Energy Funding
Over the last three years, Nottingham City Homes has brought in significant levels of capital
funding for energy works, from a range of sources. These have allowed us to deliver
significant programmes of single measure works and to fund the development of innovative
models. The HRA account is also receiving revenue from the Feed in Tariff (FIT) from the
solar panels we have installed. However there have been challenges. Notably ECO funding
was changed during the life of the last Asset Strategy. Designing projects solely to secure
grants does not always lead to the right decisions being made for the long term energy
performance of the properties, or for the training opportunities which we are keen to develop.

To overcome this we have recently started a
programme of near net zero retrofits, which are
showcasing the Energiesprong model, which
makes homes suitable for 2050 low carbon
standards. The aim of this model is to be selffinancing within the next four years, using planned
investment and tenant savings. We are also
piloting a new business model for Solar PV and
Battery storage, which could overcome the
reduction in FIT to help us continue to fund the
installation of solar panels. These programmes
currently receive innovation funding and we will
continue to apply for this type of funding in coming years.

Due to the changes in ECO funding, this contributed less to the Asset Strategy than
expected. ECO3 starts in October 2018 and will see further challenges for social housing,
with eligible properties limited to those which are an EPC E or below, unless installing
innovation measures. Therefore we are continuing to work with energy suppliers to develop
NCH/NCC Asset Management Plan 2018-2023
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innovative projects, using the learning from our EU funded projects to secure longer term
funding through ECO Innovation.
We have already secured £7m funding for projects on site or due to start soon, and aim to
secure a further £11m over the next three years. We will maximise all funding opportunities
in a way which supports a long term 2050 strategy, and we will continue to engage with
policy makers and funders to influence the funding programmes of the future, therefore
reducing the risk of funding being affected by leaving the European Union.

Priorities for the Asset Management
Plan
Tenant and leaseholder consultation
A key factor in our successful stock investment to date has been on-going detailed and
genuine consultation with our tenants and leaseholders to establish their priorities for
investment. This plan has been developed with tenants and leaseholders including: our
‘STAR’ tenant satisfaction survey, tenant representatives on the Board of Nottingham City
Homes, listening to staff who work with tenants and leaseholders on a daily basis, open
consultation events to help determine investment priorities, consulting tenant groups,
including specialist forums for ethnic minority and disabled customers. In addition, we ask for
views in the Nottingham City Homes tenant newsletter - Nottingham City Homes news and
through the Nottingham City Homes website.
Over the last five years the number one tenant priority has remained safety and security.
The second priority remains ‘warmth’ in relation to more efficient and effective heating
sources coupled with improved heat retention resulting in energy savings on tenants’ fuel
bills.
The Government’s recently published Social Housing Green Paper also seeks information
about whether current resident engagement and scrutiny measures are effective. NCH will
continue to liaise with its tenants throughout the duration of this plan and ensure that their
views and ideas are listened to and acted on. Tenant involvement in procurement and
quality of home improvements.
There is also a major focus on fire safety enhancement within this plan in light of the “The
‘Hackitt Review’ 2018 – Building a Safer Future: Independent Review of Building
Regulations and Fire Safety”.

City Wide strategies and priorities
The following documents form the context of our Asset Management Plan, as well as
Nottingham City Homes Group’s new Corporate Plan 2018-2021:







The Derby-Nottingham Metro Strategy: ‘Two Great Cities – One Vision’
The Nottingham Plan to 2020 (the City’s Sustainable Community Strategy)
The Housing Nottingham Plan (the City’s Housing Strategy)
Other city-wide strategies such as the Nottingham Crime and Drugs Partnership Plan
to 2020
NCH’s Environmental Strategy 2017-2022
Nottingham City Neighbourhood Improvements Design Guide 2015
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The ‘Hackitt Review’ 2018 – Building a Safer Future: Independent Review of Building
Regulations and Fire Safety
The Social Housing Green Paper - A New Deal for Social Housing, 2018

These factors shape the 30 year HRA Business Plan, which is the long-term strategy on
which this Asset Management Plan is based. This has built on the long-term priorities in the
HRA Business Plan, incorporating further tenant consultation on investment priorities. This
identified the three HRA Business Priorities.
1. Meeting the Nottingham Decent Homes Standard
o
o

Safe
Secure Warm Modern

2. Additional Tenant Priorities
o
o
o
o

Energy Efficiency & Tackling Fuel Poverty
Modernising Housing For Older People
Decent Neighbourhoods
Existing Stock Investment

3. Building a Better Nottingham

Repairs and Maintenance
As well as capital investment, NCH is expected to deliver significant repairs and
maintenance programmes over the life of this Plan. These need to augment the capital
programme and contribute to our asset management objectives.
Construction Repairs and Maintenance Services (CR&M) will continue to maintain NCH
homes in line with the existing NCC/NCH Responsive Repairs and Planned Maintenance
work to a value of £101m over the next 5 years. This work includes 3000 day to day repairs
per week, gas servicing, regulatory testing and external and communal painting. All of this
contributes to keeping homes safe, secure, modern and is also contributing to our decent
neighbourhoods work. In addition to this we are working on how repairs and maintenance
decisions can additional value to the objectives of the AMP.
There is a great deal of potential synergy between the work undertaken by C,R&M and that
of Asset Management. Closer collaboration is needed between Asset Management and
C,R&M in developing ‘a whole life costing’ approach to both capital and responsive
maintenance work. This approach will take into account not just the capital investment costs
for undertaking work but also assesses the ongoing revenue costs of maintaining that
element, together with our stock assessment data of when it will come to the end of its life,
which will enable a proactive decision to be made on whether to replace or repair. In this
way a more comprehensive assessment of the overall cost of replacement, maintenance
and repair can be made.
In addition to this a common specification of materials and equipment is being agreed to
ensure compatibility once capital work is completed for any on-going repairs and
maintenance in the future. This will be supported and assisted by the use of a shared asset
database accessible to all parties in the future.
This common specification will lead to further work in relation to the long-term supply chain
management for the whole of NCH. Economies of scale will be achieved by developing longterm partnership and alliances with key suppliers and partners. All of this will contribute to
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the development of C,R&M as the principal vehicle for delivering future capital works on
behalf of Asset Management, with consideration being given for the potential of C,R&M to
expand its work base into cyclical, planned and capital funded work in the future.

Outcomes of the Asset Management
Plan
The vision set out in our Corporate Plan is to create ‘homes and places where people want
to live’. The Asset Management Plan aims to achieve a number of outcomes that will
contribute to the overall company goals.
Corporate Goals – Asset Management outcomes
Corporate Goal One: To listen to our residents and deliver an
excellent housing service.
•Meet our tenants’ priorities to improve their homes and ensure value for money.
•Invest in energy efficiency measure that reduce our carbon footprint and help tenants
in fuel poverty.
Corporate Goal Two: To make all our estates great places to
live.
•Invest in estate improvements through our Decent Neighbourhoods programme.
•Help improve the quality of life for our tenants, such as increased security, warmth
and wellbeing.
Corporate Goal Three: To build high quality affordable new
homes for local people.
•Invest in BBN
•Continue to undertake regular stock assessments through our Net Present Value
process. To determine whether to Invest or replace.
Corporate Goal Four: To diversify our services, re-investing
in our communities.
•Maximise investment opportunities, proactively seeking funding sources and ensuring
best value for money from our resources.
•Insource works to CR&M
Corporate Goal Five: To be a great place to work.
•Reduce our business Carbon footprint.
•Maintaining business premises ensuring we provide modern working environments
that help people achieve their full potential (to deliver more local jobs and training)
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NCH Dynamic Asset Management
This plan looks to the next five years to continue in this direction, maximising the benefits of
investment for our customers and the communities we serve.
The four stages in the NCH Dynamic Asset Management model are:
 Diagnose – what are the key issues and root causes
 Plan – what is the best solution (replace, improve, maintain)
 Invest – how can we best deliver the investment
 Learn – what can we do better next time.
The key drivers around these four stages are;

NCH dynamic Asset Management model
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Historically, asset management has been about tracking components’ lifecycles and
replacing them at the end of their theoretical life. We are already doing far more than this:
the focus of this plan is to clearly define how we move forward with a ‘Dynamic Asset
Management’ approach. By dynamic asset management we mean a process that makes
sure investment delivers more than simply component renewal on a like for like basis, but
invests in the long term future of each property and the community where it is located.
NCH Dynamic Asset Management considers not just the physical investment but the
outcomes of this for individual tenants, the wider community and the city as a whole. It is
based on using all our knowledge of both technical and community needs to diagnose the
relevant issues, for example drawing on our robust stock condition data, stock assessment
tools, our knowledge of the wider benefits and impact from investment, and our relationship
with tenants and their representatives. At times it involves looking at the bigger picture, to
step back and consider the long term future for an area, rather than merely maintaining it for
maintenance’s sake. This also means that opportunities are always sought to obtain wider
benefits from the investment process.
Such as;
-

local employment and delivery,
links with social enterprises and skills training,
tackling fuel poverty and reducing carbon emissions.

Investment options: Maintain, invest
and improve, replace
Stock Condition Surveys
Accurate stock information and good data systems are key components to the delivery of
sound asset management, with reliability of information critical to the operational delivery of
improvements. Currently NCH has full stock condition information for 99% of our properties.
This captured full stock condition data on the homes including Housing Health and Safety
Rating System (HHSRS) scores, asbestos and energy performance rating. We therefore
believe that Nottingham still has the best council housing stock information in the country.
The information will allow us to go forward with great confidence when considering key
strategic decisions such as whether to invest or demolish and regenerate.
This information has proved crucial in informing future decisions on stock retention or
demolition and in identifying the need for structural
investment works to the stock in the short,
medium and long term. In line with best practice,
we will continue to carry out stock condition
surveys including structural surveys on all stock at
five-year intervals.
The remaining properties are being surveyed
Full structural surveys of all non-traditional
stock.
when access is available. This wealth of data
means that future asset management decisions
can be made with a high degree of confidence in the data. Another benefit of this approach
was that we have surveyed properties months, and sometimes years, ahead of the works
NCH/NCC Asset Management Plan 2018-2023
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been carried out, allowing NCH to stay in firm programme and budgetary control of these
multi-million pound projects.
Stock condition data is held on a ‘real-time’ live database (currently Keystone), which is
constantly updated with additional stock information and actual costs incurred from a variety
of refurbishment programmes. In short, every time there is work done to the properties, the
database is updated. NCH has helped Keystone develop and improve their software, sharing
good asset management practice across the sector.

Business Information Model for
existing stock
While Building Information Model (BIM) processes are established for new buildings, the
majority of existing buildings are not maintained, refurbished or deconstructed with BIM yet.
Over the next 5 years we will be putting in place an NCH BIM model that will allow us to hold
digital information on our properties in one central location, which will give us real time data
on all of our stock. This will allow:


efficient resource management



help achieve Right First Time repairs



eliminate unnecessary pre surveys



respond to information requests quickly



better informed decisions



ensure all compliances checks are up to date



ensure that there is a digital record of all building works as outlined in the Hackitt
Review.

Internet of Things for existing stock
Over the next 5 years we will look at
incorporating smart technologies and looking at
how we can bring the Internet of Things into our
homes to improve the lives of our tenants and
better inform us how assets are performing to
help inform future investment decisions, through;
-

Smart Thermostats
Self-regulating heating systems
Remote cloud based diagnostics
Humidity & Damp sensors
self-diagnostics of property elements
self-testing boilers & emergency lighting
smart appliances
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NCH stock assessment tool
NCH has produced an assessment tool to assist
in the decision making on the Council’s housing.
This compares the necessary costs to keep our
homes up to standard, against the income from
the same properties, over a long-term (30 year)
period. This is known as the Net Present Value
(NPV). The NPV is then combined with other
information on the popularity and performance
of estates to provide an overall assessment of
stock value.

HRA self financing makes it
essential that we understand
the long-term balance of
future costs against income
(NPV), so that we can ensure
our financing position is
affordable in future years.

HRA self financing and tenant views are
essential to ensure that we understand the longterm balance of future costs, issues against
Decisions on the investment of
income (NPV), so we can ensure our financing
the stock will not be taken on a
position is affordable and correctly targeted in
purely commercial basis.
future years. This also strengthens our ability for
forward planning, so we can move from a
passive approach – of keeping the current stock
at the current standard – to gradual and affordable replacement and improvement.
The NPV takes into account the 30 year replacement costs for each element of the property,
a maintenance cost, plus NCH housing management costs. Income from the properties over
the same timeframe is also calculated including rental income, service charges and other
incidentals.
The hierarchy of the stock can then be used to get an NPV level by whole stock, area,
estate, ward or a more individual area such as an Independent Living Scheme. It is also
available per individual property.
Clearly decisions on the investment of the stock will not be taken on a purely commercial
basis. To assist consultation and decision making, we have combined the information on the
physical investment needs of the stock with wider indicators from the NCH Housing
Management Team to indicatively rate stock on its performance and desirability.
Consultation with tenants is also a central part of the process. This reflects NCH’s
commitment to include tenants in our decision making, as set out in our Tenant and
Leaseholder Involvement Strategy.
This is used to create a composite rating. The inputs to this are the quantitative data on
tenancy duration and stock turnover during the past five years taken from NCH’s housing
management system, for example:
 home and neighbourhood satisfaction from our annual customer satisfaction survey
 a deprivation assessment is taken from the Indices of Multiple Deprivation (IMD)
 a housing management assessment of the ‘on the ground manageability’ of the estate
(taking into account such matters as anti-social behaviour levels and tenancy and
neighbourhood issues).
The stock is rated from calculations based on all these elements.
NCH/NCC Asset Management Plan 2018-2023
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The result of this process is summarised below. This helps determine the most appropriate
decision: to maintain, invest and improve, or replace each property or
neighbourhood. This is part of our more dynamic approach to asset management.
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Negative
NPV

Replace

Net Present Value

Invest & improve

Maintain
Positive
NPV

+

Highest
rating

Stock rating

Lowest
rating

Priority
1. Meeting the Nottingham Homes
Standard
1.1 Legislative and safety
Our first priority is to keep our tenants safe, by making sure we
meet all safety requirements set out by law.
We have a dedicated team of staff and partners who have the
significant responsibility of making sure the safety standards of
our properties are managed in line with statutory regulations.
There is also a major focus within this plan on fire safety
enhancement within this plan in light of the “The ‘Hackitt
Review’ 2018 – Building a Safer Future: Independent Review of
NCH/NCC Asset Management Plan 2018-2023
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We are investing
£8.3m in Fire
enhancement
works to our 13
Highrise blocks
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Building Regulations and Fire Safety”. We are proactively installing Sprinklers, Video door
entry and PA systems into all of our 13 Highrise blocks.

Install PA and intercom
systems across all of our
Highrise blocks that can be
used in emergencies.

Ensure all our stock have
hardwired smoke alarms.

As part of our ongoing
commitment to safety, NCH
will ensure that every
property has a new Electrical
periodic survey every 5 years

Investment works will include:












fit sprinklers into all Highrise and continue to install
sprinklers into selected low rise buildings
video door entry systems into all Highrise blocks
install PA systems into all Highrise blocks
Equality Act 2010 works
hardwired smoke alarms in every property
asbestos works
water hygiene
electrical periodic inspections every 5 years
lift replacement and maintenance
CCTV and door entry systems
paving and lighting

As part of our ongoing
commitment to safety,
NCH will ensure that
every property has a new
Electrical periodic
survey every 5 years
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Investment over 5 years
HRA Capital Investment Plan 2018-2019

2018/19
£m

2019/20
£m

2020/21
£m

2021/22
£m

2022/23
£m

7.576

5.080

0.943

1.292

1.100

Total

£m

Meeting the Nottingham Decent Homes Standard
Safe

15.989

1.2 Secure Warm Modern
Our ongoing commitment is that all tenants – now and in the future – will live in better than
decent homes, providing a fundamental foundation for a better quality of life. In response to
this the Nottingham Decent Homes plus standard is designed to be better than the
Government’s 2006 Decent Homes standard.
Tenant priorities remain as they were at the start of
the Decent Homes programme, to firstly make
homes secure, then warm, and finally modern.
NCH will continue to achieve 100% decency
throughout the life of this plan.

Replace all remaining
timber doors &
windows, improving
security.

Asset Lifecycles for the Nottingham Standard

Component
Boilers
Heating
Distribution
Kitchen
Bathroom
Doors
Windows
Rewires
Roofs

Nottingham
Standard
(Life cycle in yrs.)
15
40
25
35
35
40
30
60
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Maintain decency,
ensuring that all
tenants continue to live
in high quality homes.

As part of the governments Green Paper ‘A new
deal for social housing’. It is proposed that a review
of the Decent Homes Standard takes place, with a
question around whether new safety measures in
the private rented sector should apply to social
housing but this is also an opportunity to look again
at improved energy efficiency measures as well as
wider neighbourhood and communal facilities to be
included.

Based on the proactive measures already
implemented over the last 5 years and the next 5
years of planned investment, NCH are in a great
position to deal with any recommendations that
could come out of the review.
It is also important to maintain the momentum
created by the Decent Homes programme, so that
our stock continues to meet the Nottingham
Standard into the future. Therefore, over the next
five years we will:

Install over 7,000 grade
A boilers and support
tenants to reduce their
energy bills through
energy behaviour change.

Replace over 5,000
kitchens and bathrooms.

Invest £86m over all in
maintaining decency,
which also includes
improvements, such as
chimney and roof
replacements.
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Damp & Mould
In some areas, the existing stock is showing signs of being susceptible to damp, which
needs to be addressed through proactive investment to protect tenants and the property.
To help address this we will:







replace/install fans with ones with a greater draw to ensure that there are adequate
air changes within high moister locations i.e. Kitchen & Bathrooms.
install positive pressure fans where required, that constantly run and ensure that
there is a flow of air throughout the whole property.
trail new technologies that enable us to identify condition where damp and mould
could occur.
continue to push the message about damp and mould through, leaflets, DVD’s,
internet and NCH newsletters.
continue to distribute Hygrometers to our tenants to help them manage humidity in
their homes.
installation of tumbler dryer vents at void stage and for incorrectly fitted tumble dryers

Investment over 5 years
HRA Capital Investment Plan 2018-2019

2018/19
£m

2019/20
£m

2020/21
£m

2021/22
£m

2022/23
£m

14.225

15.242

17.040

18.88

21.11

Total

£m

Meeting the Nottingham Decent Homes Standard
Secure Warm Modern

86.511

Impact of Investment
Our Decent Homes Impact Study provided an evaluation of the
wider social impacts of NCH’s Decent Homes programme. The
research provided evidence of impact of the Secure, Warm,
Modern programme on NCH’s tenants and communities,
covering the impact on crime and security, health and
wellbeing, the environment and fuel poverty, and on the local
economy and employment based on the work carried out
between 2013-2018 we have seen;








A 58% reduction in burglary in two estates fitted with
Secured by Design windows, compared to a 32%
reduction across the city
Energy efficiency improvements have saved 15,000
tonnes of CO2, and saved £3.5m in fuel bills for our
tenants per year
Health and wellbeing is improved, reducing the number
of ‘excess winter deaths’ by two a year, and improving
the respiratory health of over 1,000 children
Positive impact on the local economy, as the investment is spent and re-spent by
local staff and businesses
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2. Additional tenant priorities
2.1 City-wide energy efficiency
Nottingham City Homes’ Environmental Strategy 2017 committed to a 2050 strategy for
energy improvements, acknowledging that by 2050 homes would need to be low to zero
carbon and that it was necessary to start considering now how to achieve that
target. Energy budgets, which are included in the HRA Business Plan, allow for projects,
which deliver against that commitment. They also deliver NCH’s Corporate Plan target for
homes to be no lower than an EPC D by 2020 and EPC C by 2030.
Energy efficiency is one of the areas where we know that regulation will be implemented.
Current ‘targets’ based around EPC C by 2030. By 2050 (just after the end of the current 30
year HRA Business Plan) our homes will be expected to achieve a minimum of EPC B and
more likely EPC A. Energy efficiency projects over the next 5 years will test the most
efficient way of achieving these targets so that costs can be reduced, and so that money is
not invested in measures, which do not achieve longer term targets. We are also considering
whether there are different business models, or grant funding which can reduce the cost
overall to the HRA.
Taking households out of fuel poverty will mean:







tenants can afford to stay comfortably warm and healthy
people don’t have choose between heating and eating
fuel bills don’t cause other bills, such as rent, to go unpaid
physical and mental health issues are not caused or worsened by cold homes
children are warm enough to stay healthy and meet their potential
homes are less susceptible to damp and mould issues

Many of the changes we will make, and projects and initiatives, which will be delivered as
part of this plan, will not only be good for business, and help sustain a healthy planet, but
they will also improve the health and wellbeing of our communities. For example, fuel
poverty has been shown to increase mental and physical illnesses, and also to impact on
educational achievement of children. We have evidenced this with our Impact Study into the
Decent Homes programme, and more recently the Warm Homes for Health study. Another
example is air pollution, which leads to various ill health related problems in Nottingham
every year.
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NCH plans to
insulate the
underfloor voids in
a 1000 homes,
reducing heat loss,
keeping tenants
warm and
combating
fuel poverty.

UKHA Winner 2018 Innovation of the Year

Roll out Energiesprong to a
further 300 properties
across the city.

Undertake a full refurbishment of Colwick Woods Court

We will secure the
gold sustainably
standard for the
housing sector SHIFT

All of our properties will
have an EPC D or above
by 2021

Investment in energy efficiency over 5 years
HRA Capital Investment Plan 2018-2019

2018/19
£m

2019/20
£m

2020/21
£m

2021/22
£m

2022/23
£m

12.440

7.500

3.675

1.502

1.631

Total

£m

Additional Tenant Priorities
Energy Efficiency & Tackling Fuel Poverty
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100

Target 70+
Baselines60

1

2.2 Decent Neighbourhoods
Nottingham City Homes have produce a Neighbourhood Improvements design guide for
NCH managed properties and estates across the city of Nottingham.
Our Decent Neighbourhoods programme is at the heart of our work to improve the safety,
attractiveness and design of estates, and we will work with local councillors and residents to
deliver improvements in estate environments. The green space on our estates is valued by
local people, and we will seek to make sure it is attractive, well-maintained, and of a high
quality.
We aim to make sure such space contributes to Nottingham’s
biodiversity, making sure natural habitats are included in our
neighbourhood improvements. In addition we will support
residents who wish to create community gardens and local
food growing initiatives. In addition to this we are also working
in partnership NCC to help create 17 Green flag estates and
community spaces across the city.
Our residents’ survey highlights that the lack of parking
provision is rated by NCH residents as one of the biggest
problem in some neighbourhoods. We will offer hard standings
and other car parking solutions, and begin to roll out the
infrastructure needed to charge electric cars.
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car parking solutions
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To enable this to
be delivered, an
allowance of
£16.5m over the
next 5 years has
been allocated to
Decent
Neighbourhoods
work within the
HRA capital
programme.

Decent Neighbourhoods Investment over 5 years
HRA Capital Investment Plan 2018-2019

2018/19
£m

2019/20
£m

2020/21
£m

2021/22
£m

2022/23
£m

3.219

3.557

2.691

3.702

3.410

Total

£m

Additional Tenant Priorities
Decent Neighbourhood

16.580

2.3 Aids and Adaptations
At NCH we are committed to ensuring that, residents are able to live independently in their
homes for as long as possible. To ensure this is delivered an allowance of £6.560 has been
included within this plan to carry out any required works from which approximately 1300
tenants will benefit.

We will ensure that
every tenant is able
to live in their
property with
dignity

Investment over 5 years
HRA Capital Investment Plan 2018-2019

2018/19
£m

2019/20
£m

2020/21
£m

2021/22
£m

2022/23
£m

1.484

1.269

1.269

1.269

1.269

Total

£m

Additional Tenant Priorities
Aids and Adaptations
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2.4 Modernising Homes for Older people
Our older residents value the security and peace of mind offered by independent living.
Our Grander Designs programme is nearly
half way through upgrading these homes and
proved popular with existing residents and
applicants
alike,
including
residents
considering downsizing from family sized
properties. Over the next 3 year we will make
sure that the remaining 19 Independent
Living Scheme (ILS) have benefited from
Grander Design improvements.
This work has transformed the communal
areas of these schemes including entrances,
corridors, lounges, and kitchen areas
providing a contemporary and welcoming
environment within which to relax and
socialise and dramatically improving kerb appeal and external appearance. The programme
works collaboratively with the Decent Neighbourhoods and Greener Designs programmes to
ensure that all aspects of the scheme environment are enhanced including gardens,
pathways and fencing. Comments such as “the design of the communal room is very
relaxing and beautiful” and “absolutely fabulous, best thing that has ever happened here” are
typical from residents following completion of works.
We know that some potential Independent Living residents have additional needs, which can
prove disruptive to existing residents without more intensive management and the necessary
support for each individual.
We will complete the refurbishment of our older people’s housing at Woodthorpe and
Winchester Courts, and we will open our first extra care housing as part of this revitalised
Winwood Heights retirement village.

2.5 Major void works & Fire
damaged properties
When a property becomes empty, a
specification of necessary works, to return
it to a lettable standard, is drawn up. We
aim to complete works promptly to enable
the property to be re-let to a new
customer, and achieve an average re-let
time of 25 days. Where properties require
major improvement works such as: new
heating system, rewire, replacement
kitchen, replacement bathroom, structural
repairs, internal doors etc a budget of £2.1m per annum has been allowed for in the 5 year
plan. Alongside the capital voids budget there is also a revenue budget for smaller repairs.
Over the life of this plan we look at how this can tie into the long term asset improvement in
our homes.
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With the AMP we have also allowed for the rectification of fire damage properties. Each year
we are required to deal with properties where a fire has occurred. Our aim is to bring these
back into use as quickly as possible.

Average void turn
around 25 days

2.6 Joint NCC/NCH Investment
Alongside the HRA housing investment, we will be working with NCC on non- housing
assets in the HRA, which include garages and shops.

Garages
Over the life of this plan, NCH will undertake a new garage strategy that will examine all
aspects of the remaining sites. The comprehensive strategy will cover and seek to provide a
forward plan for the future use and development of these sites.
The objectives of the new garage strategy are:




to address adequate provision of car parking challenges on our estates
to generate a planned maintenance programme of improvements and regeneration of
garage sites to ensure their future sustainability.
to look at where it makes sense to demolished unsustainable sites and release the
land for development.

HRA Shops
The City Council, through the Housing Revenue Account (HRA), owns shops across the city,
which are / were within areas that predominantly serve Council homes. Within the HRA
capital investment programme there is a budget provision for investment in these shops
owned across the city, that have received little or no recent investment.
Many of the shops within the HRA were built around the same time as our Council housing
estates, and site visits and ward walks have identified that they are in a poor condition and
require more than reactive repairs.
NCH and NCC will worked together over the course of this plan to identify shops that can be
converted into living accommodation or form part of a wider whole area regeneration
scheme.
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3. Building a Better Nottingham
Together with the City Council, we’re
delivering the biggest programme of
new council house building in a
generation. We’ve built twice as
many homes as any other ALMO in
the country, and we were one of the
first Local Housing Companies,
building and owning our own stock.
We have built or have under
construction 647 new homes across
the city, making
a major contribution to meeting
Nottingham’s housing needs, and we
have a further 565 planned. We are
committed to building new homes to
a high quality, with an emphasis on
good design, a rigorous approach to
construction standards, a premium on energy efficiency and reasonable room sizes so that
these homes will prove to be an asset for generations to come. As we grow the NCH Group
during the life of this Plan we aim to achieve further ambitious targets for building new
homes, supporting the City Council’s objective to deliver 2,500 homes local people can
afford to buy or rent.

Investment over 5 years
HRA Capital Investment Plan 2018-2019
Building a Better Nottingham

2018/19
£m
16.694

2019/20
£m
2.196

2020/21
£m
2.348

2021/22
£m
5.000

2022/23
£m
5.000

Total

£m

31.238

Delivering the plan
Discussions are already on going with regards to the in-house delivery of the Capital
programme with the potential for a team being set up to deliver the roofing, kitchens &
bathrooms, decent neighbourhoods and energy works from 2019/20 onwards. Asset
Management would maintain an overseeing role to ensuring robust, project, budget
management of the schemes and ensure the Asset data is continuously updated. The new
in-house contract delivery team would be the delivery partner, with the key drivers that
match the aspirations of the Asset Management Plan i.e. maximising local labour, local
supply chains, training, apprenticeships and working in partnership with social enterprises.
This initiative would also result in a very high local economic multiplier figure for any works
delivered through this route.
To complement the in-house delivery we will be using local employers as much as possible
through the life of this plan, which could mean that for every pound spent has a multiplier
effect and could generate as much as £1.75 across the City. On the basis that we achieve
an increase year on year, this could result in millions of extra pounds spend within the
Nottingham Boundary plus the potential for hundreds of additional local jobs.
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The AMP will also contribute to a number of our Corporate
Goals:
Goal 1: listen to our residents and
deliver an excellent housing service

Target 2021

Resident satisfaction with the overall quality of their
home (STAR survey 001)

90%

Number of ILS Grander Design schemes completed
by 2021

19 (of 19 schemes
remaining to be
done)

Number of properties with an EPC certificate E or
below, to be improved to EPC D or above

Zero (to eliminate
such properties)

Goal 2: To make all our estates
great places to live.

Target 2021

Resident satisfaction with neighbourhood as a place to
live (STAR survey 039)

91%

% of neighbourhoods meeting Five Star ACE
Inspector rating.

75%

Goal 3: To build high quality, affordable

Target 2021

new homes

for local people

Number of new homes delivered by the NCH Group

525

(built and acquired) between 2018 and 2021
Number of new homes built by our in house

150

construction team between 2018 and 2021
LiviNG market rent homes (build and acquire) between
2018 and 2021

350

Temporary accommodation for homeless households

50

acquired between 2018 and 2021
Other NCH RP properties completed between 2018

95

and 2021
Resident satisfaction with the quality of new home

97%
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Appendix: Plan of investment by
ward
The headline investment priorities and projects will be carried out according to a
detailed area-by-area plan, over the five years of the plan. The following section
gives some indication of what investment projects will take place in each ward.

City-wide programmes
Arboretum

-

Hardwired smoke
Alarms
Periodic Electrical test
Decent
Neighbourhoods
Maintaining Decency

Clifton South

-

Aspley

-

Hardwired smoke
Alarms
Periodic Electrical test
Decent
Neighbourhoods
Maintaining Decency

Dales

-

Basford

-

Berridge

-

Bestwood

-

Hardwired smoke
Alarms
Periodic Electrical test
Decent
Neighbourhoods
Maintaining Decency
EWI System
Kibworth Cl Grand
Designs
Clover Green Grand
Designs

Dunkirk & Lenton

Hardwired smoke
Alarms
Periodic Electrical test
Decent
Neighbourhoods
Maintaining Decency

Leen Valley

Hardwired smoke
Alarms
Periodic Electrical test
Decent
Neighbourhoods
Maintaining Decency
Masson Ct Grand
Designs
Cadlan Ct Grand
Designs
Valley Farm Ct Grand
Designs

Mapperley

-

-

-
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-

Hardwired smoke
Alarms
Periodic Electrical test
Decent
Neighbourhoods
Maintaining Decency
Simone Gardens
Grand Designs
Gabor Ct Scooter
Store
Hardwired smoke
Alarms
Periodic Electrical test
Decent
Neighbourhoods
Maintaining Decency
Kingston Ct Grand
Designs
Woodview Ct Grand
Designs
Kingston Ct Scooter
Store
Hardwired smoke
Alarms
Periodic Electrical test
Decent
Neighbourhoods
Maintaining Decency

Hardwired smoke
Alarms
Periodic Electrical test
Decent
Neighbourhoods
Maintaining Decency
Orchard Ct Grand
Designs
Hardwired smoke
Alarms
Periodic Electrical test
Decent
Neighbourhoods
Maintaining Decency
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Bilborough

-

Bridge

-

Hardwired smoke
Alarms
Periodic Electrical test
Decent
Neighbourhoods
Maintaining Decency
Foxton Gardens Grand
Designs
Bramley Green Grand
Designs
Stanwick Cl Grand
Designs

Radford & Park

Hardwired smoke
Alarms
Periodic Electrical test
Decent
Neighbourhoods
Maintaining Decency
EWI System installed
to c10 homes
Strome Ct Scooter
Store

St Ann’s

-

-

-

-

-

-

Bulwell

-

-

Bulwell Forest

-

Clifton North

-

Hardwired smoke
Alarms
Periodic Electrical test
Decent
Neighbourhoods
Testing mine water as
a low temperature
heating source in
Crabtree Farm area,
alongside retrofit of
homes
Maintaining Decency
Lathkill Close Grand
Designs
Mariner Ct Grand
Designs
Duchess Gardens
Grand Designs

Sherwood

Hardwired smoke
Alarms
Periodic Electrical test
Decent
Neighbourhoods
Maintaining Decency

Wollaton East & Lenton
Abbey

Hardwired smoke
Alarms
Periodic Electrical test
Decent
Neighbourhoods

Wollaton West

-

-

-

-

-

-
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Install new lifts at
Willow & Pine View
2018-2020
Hardwired smoke
Alarms
Periodic Electrical test
Decent
Neighbourhoods
Maintaining Decency
Roll out of
Energiesprong
Manston Mews and
Lenton Sands
Victoria Centre window
upgrade
Colwick woods Court
External Cladding
200 additional 2050
Homes
Completion of
Energiesprong to
William Moss
properties
Install new lifts at
Victoria Centre 20182020
Victoria Centre roof
garden
Hardwired smoke
Alarms
Periodic Electrical test
Decent
Neighbourhoods
Install Sprinklers, PA &
Video intercom
systems to VC &
Colwick woods court.
Maintaining Decency
Mayfield Ct Grand
Designs
Bellvue Ct Grand
Designs

Completion of External
Cladding to Winchester
and Woodthorpe
Hardwired smoke
Alarms
Periodic Electrical test
Decent
Neighbourhoods
Install Sprinklers, PA &
Video intercom
systems to Winchester
& Woodthorpe.
Completion of the
Cladding works to
Winchester &
Woodthorpe.
Maintaining Decency

Hardwired smoke
Alarms
Periodic Electrical test
Decent
Neighbourhoods
Maintaining Decency
Hardwired smoke
Alarms
Periodic Electrical test
Decent
Neighbourhoods
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-

-

Outside City (Rushcliffe,
Top Valley & Gedling)

-

Install Sprinklers, PA &
Video intercom
systems to
Southchurch Court.
Maintaining Decency
Energiesprong retrofit
of Cross Wall
properties, plus
installation of battery
storage

-

Maintaining Decency

Peartree Orchard
Grand Designs
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